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A Summary of The Dissertation.
The notion of absolutely p-summing mappings was introduced by A. Pietsch
[6]. It provides a natural generalization of the Hilbert-Schmidt mappings
between two Hilbert spaces (see [5]) . Moreover, the theory of absolutely
p-summing mappings proves to be a powerful tool in the study of the subspace
structures of Banach spaces (see [4]). This dissertation is mainly concerned
with the properties of absolutely p-summing mappings and their dual mappings.
The materials here are mainly taken from [1], [6], [7] and [10], In §1 ,
we list out the notations used throughout the dissertation. In §2, elementary
properties of absolutely p-summing mappings are given. It is shown that the
dual mapping of an absolutely p-summing mapping need not be absolutely p-summing.
So it is natural to ask what class of mappings falls with the dual mappings of
absolutely p-summing mappings. The representation of absolutely p-summing
mappings by tensor product given in §4 is due to myself. By means of this
representation we are able to give very naturally the definition of strongly
q-summing mappings (§5) which completely characterizes the dual mappings of
absolutely p-summing mappings. In Example 3.12, I also give an example of a
quasinuclear mapping whose dual mapping is not quasinuclear. further properties
of absolutely p-summing mappings are given in §3 and their corresponding
properties of strongly q-summing mappings are given at the end of §3. One very
important property shared by both classes of mappings is that the composite of
sufficiently many mappings of each class is nuclear. This enables as to give
M
a characterization of nuclear locally convex spaces introduced by A. G-rothendieck
and a more general form of Dveretzky-Rogers theorem.
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§1 . Preliminary
In the sequel, (X, jp) and (Y, q| ) will be used to denote the normed
spaces with jp , qj as norms. The scalar field. IK of the vector spaces is
assumed to be the real or the complex field. The following is a grossary of
notations:
L(X, Y) : the set of all linear mappings from X into Y .
L(X, Y) : the set of all continuous linear mappings from X into Y .
X = L(X, IK) , X' = L(X, IK) .
3 (X, Y) : the set of all bilinrar forms on X x Y .
B(X, Y) : the set of all continuous bilinear forms on X x Y .
(X, p) s (Y, qj ) means that the two normed spaces are isometric ally
isomorphic.
It is well-known that (L(X, Y'), III'III) - (B(X, Y) , |M|) hold3 under
the mapping T-» b for all T e L(X, Y') , where
tT = [(x, y) y Tx] e B(X, Y) .
For any two vector spaces E and F over the same field, there is a
natural mapping co from E x F into (B(E, F)) defined by
where
It is clear that co is bilinear and that o (E x F) is, in general,
not a vector subspace of (B(S, F) ) 0 The vector subspace of (B(E, F))
generated by wfS x F) is called the tensor product of E and F . denoted
by S 0 ? . The bilinear mapping oo is called the canonical mapping.
For x € E and x' € E . we shall write x. x' = xf (x) .
For each T c L (X, Y) , the dual mapping T e L (Y, X) is defined' ' -g-rr.-. I rW r I . : r.7TT-lr1l W-» i V
by:
x, Ty! = Tx, y' for x e X, y' e Y .
If T e L(X, Y) , we shall denote its dual mapping by T' ,
For a locally convex space E , if U is an absolutely convex zero
neighbourhood of E and p is the gauge of U , then we set
A norm p is defined
IT
where x(U) is the equivalence class in E(U) corresponding to x e E .
Dually, each absolutely convex closed bounded subset B of the locally
convex space E ,
is a linear subspace of E on which we define a norm
Note that the two definitions of E(B) and E(U) coincide if U = B is both4
a bounded subset and a zero neighbourhood. In that case, E(U) = E since U
is absorbing and N(U) = N(B) = [oj since if p (x) = 0 , then for any zero
B
neighbourhood V in E , there exists X 0 such that p X p which in
V B
turn implies that p (x) = 0 for any zero neighbourhood V in E „
V
Let [at , I] be a family of numbers (real or complex) with index set I .L
Let (l) be the set of all non-empty finite subsets of I . For 1 p + oo ,
let
is defined to be the sup A norm is
defined by For any non-empty index set I , let
such that
and
for any given such that
A norm is defined on and therefore on by
Let K be a corn-pact Hausdorff space. Let C (k) be the set of all
continuous functions from K into the scalar field IK equipped with the supremum
norm
Suppose [j. is a positive Radon measure on K . Then the set of all
equivalence classes of p-integrable functions on K , 1 p + oo , is
denoted by L (K, u) • A norm |HIT is defined by
P Lp
for all
The set of all equivalence classes of essentially bounded functions is
denoted by L (K, j) which is equipped with the essential supremum norm.CO
§2 Absolutely p-summing mappings and their general properties
Before giving the definition of an absolutely p-summing mapping, we need
the following notions of summability of a sequence in a normed space.
Definition 2.1 (Cohen [1])
Let (X, p) be a normed space, for a given p with 1 p a
sequence [x. ] with values in X is called weakly p-summable if for all
t
the sequence
It can be shown that the totality. of all weakly p-summable
sequences in X is a normed space, equipped with the norm
(?
Definition 2.2 (Cohen [l])
Let (X, p) be a normed space, for a given p with 1 p + « , a
sequence J with values in X is called absolutely p-sunimable if
L
The totality, of all absolutely p-summable sequencesin X is
a normed space, equipped with the norm
(2.2)
Definition 2.5 (Pietsoh [6])
For a given p with H p + oo , a mapping T e L(X, Y) is called
absolutely p~summing if there exists a constant C 0 such that for any
c n
finite subset jx j . of X , the inequality
it—'
is
satisfied. The infimum of such constants C is denoted by
For absolutely 1-summing mappings (resp. absolutely 1~summable sequences)
we simply refer them as absolutely summing mappings (resp. absolutely summable
sequences) .
It is easily seen that the totality, 77 (X, Y) , of all absolutely
3?
p-summing mappings from X into Y is a normed space equipped with the norm
Let T L (X, Y) . Obviously, T induces a linear mapping
T : X Y bv the formula : T It is evident from the
definition that T iff is continuous from into
This observation leads Wong (see [11], [12]) to generalize the concepts
of absolutely summing mappings and cone-absolutely summing mappings from one
locally convex space (resp. ordered convex space) to another.
By using an analogous technique of Pietsch [6, p.34], absolutely p-summing
mappings can be characterized by means of p-summability of sequences as the
following results show.
Proposition 2.4. For a given p with 1 p + oo . suppose T e L(X, Y)
and T takes weakly p-summable sequences in (X, jp) to absolutely p-summable
sequences m (Y, q j , Then T maps bounded subsets of into
bounded subsets of
P , V
Proof. We consider a bounded subset IB of (X; and assume that
is valid
Then there are families IB and with
for n = 1. 2, (2.3)
Since IB is bounded, there exists for each x! e X' a positive number
p with
So we have the inequality
Hence with and is
weakly p-summable. By the assumption that T maps weakly p-summable sequences
to absolutely p-summable sequences, we have
which contradicts (2.3)
By the preceding theorem, the set
is absolutely convex and absorbs every bounded subsets of hince
is a norxned space and hence bornologicai, U is a zero neighbourhood
fV
Therefore T is continuous. So we have
Theorem 2.5 For a given p , with if T e L(X, Y) is such
that T maps (X) into then T is continuous.
Because is a sequence space, Rainanujan [7] has extended, by using
the preceding two results, the concept of absolutely p-summing mappings to
absolutely X-summing mappings, where X is an abstract sequence space.
We note that for any x c X , if we take the sequence in X so
that x, = x and x =0 lor t £ 2 , then
1 t
So if T then the inequality
ensure that q Thus we have proved the
will
Proposition 2.6 (pietsch [6])
For a given p with if T (X, Y) , then
Lemma 2»7 (Pietsch [6]) If is a Cauchy net in (X, Y) and
there is a T L(X, Y) with lim T for then
and we have
Proof. By assumption, for any given e 0 , 3 3 q e D such that
Then for every finite subset of X , we have the inequality
Bv nassin£ to limit we obtain
Consequently with Since
we have T Since is valid for all VIP.
get
As an easy consequence, we have the
Proposition 2.8 (Pietsch [6])
If (X, p) is a normed. space, and (Y, q ) is a Banaoh space, then
(X, Y) is also a Banach space.
The following proposition shows that the composite of an absolutely
p-summing mapping with a continuous linear mapping on the left or on the right
is still absolutely p-summing.
Proposition 2.9 ([Pietsch [6])
Let and be normed spaces. Let p be given
such that Then
(1) If T L(X, Y) and (Y, Z) , then ST (X, Z) and
(2) If T (X, Y) and L(Y, Z) . then ST (X, Z) and
Proof. It suffices to note the following inequalities
0)
(2)
for sequence spaces we have Likewise.
we have the following inclusion theorem for absolutely p-sunmiing maps.
Proposition 2.10 (Pietsch [6])
If p, q are such that then we have
and
Proofe Let 1 Since p such that
By hypothesis, the following inequality
(2.4)






Putting we ge t
and
(2.6)
Combining (2.4), (2.5) and (2.6), we obtain
or, equivalently,
The preceding proposition can also be obtained as a corollary of theorem 3.1.
The following example of an absolutely summing mapping is given by
A, Pietsch,
Proposition 2,11 (Pietsch [7]!!
The identity mapping Rf from into is absoiutelv summing
and
Proof, See [7] page 43.
Since two distinct families hp vp rH ph.pnpp
from one another, the range of R' for an uncountable index
set I cannot be separable. Since each precompact linear mapping has a
separable range, there exist absolutely summing mappings which are not precompact,
Furthermore there exist absolutely summing mappings which cannot be approximated
with respect to the w-norm by finite mappings. In fact, if there exist
finite mappings f - f w.r.t. m-norm, then | j|fn - f||| $ tt,| (fn - f) would
imply that f is precompact. On the other hand, if X and Y are Hilbert
spaces, then the set of all finite maps in dense in tt . (X, Y) (see Wong [10, p.199j
It is natural to ask whether the dual mapping of an absolutely p-summing
mapping is absolutely p-summing. The answer is negative as the following two
propositions show,
Let R be the identitv
mappings.
Proposition 2,12
R and R are not absolutely p-summing for any p (1 p + «) .
Proof. SincewmriBimiU'n-imuMBgxm vri fchoiit 1 oss of
generality we can assume that p £ 2 .
Let a We have
(Note that
So is a weaklv p-summable sequence in Rut
is not absolutely
p-summable since
The fact that R and R are not absolutely summing has been proved by
A. Pietsch in [7] page 42.
Proposition 2.13
For a given p with 1 p + oo , there are absolutely p-summing
(resp. non-absolutely p-summing) mappings whose dual mapping is not absolutely
p-summing (resp. absolutely p-summing).
Proof„ R® is absolutely summing and therefore absolutely p-summing foi
Its dual mapping is not absolutely p-summing for any
This proves the first assertion.
R is not absolutely p-summing for any but i ts filial
mapping R® is absolutely summing and hence absolutely p-summing for any
This proves the second assertion.
Proposition 2.14- (Pietsch [6])
For a given p with the identity mapping I from C (K)
into is absolutely u-summing and it (l) = 1 , where K is a
comuact Hausdorff space and u (K) = 1 .
Proof. We define for each t e K a linear form on C (K) by
C1e arly Hence, for any
we have
Also the ineduality
Proposition 2,15 (Pietsch [6])
For a given p with the identity mapping from
into is absolutely p-summing and
Proof,, We consider first a finite number of bounded p-measurable functions
so that the function classes
Consequently we have
Therefore is absolutely p-summing with
so we have
§3. Further properties of absolutely p-summing mappings
By using example 2.14, A. Pietsch has given the following important
theorem on the factorization of an absolutely p-summing mapping which turn;
out to be extremely useful in the study of absolutely p-summing mappings.
Theorem 3.1 (Pietsch [6])
Let 1 p + co and T e L(X, Y) . Then T is absolutely p-summing
iff there exists a probability measure g on the closed unit ball U° of X'
such that the inequality
holds.
Proof,
—mi——a—mam The if part is easy.
Suppose T r tt (X , Y) . We consider first the case when the scalar
field IX = IR . Put
It is obvious that W and N are disjoint convex 3ets and N is open in
such that
then by the definition of absolutely -p-summiner
In fact, if there exist
mapping we have
which gives a contradiction since Bv means of the separation
theorem and Riesz representation theorem, there exists a Radon measure
such thai
holds.
Since N contains the unit ball of C (U°) and the negative cone of
C (U ) , there exists a probability measure p and 0 a 1 such that
For any with Tx the function g
belongs to W and hence
or
The complex case can be similarly proved by considering only the real continuous
functions on U° .
Proposition 3.2 (Pietsch [6])
A linear mapping T from a normed space (X, p) into a Banach space
is absolutely p-summing iff T can be factorized as follows:
where P, Q are continuous linear mappings with and
o
Proof. We take the closed unit ball U of X' equipped with the weak
topology as the compact Iiausdorff space. By theorem 3.1 there exists a positive
Radon measure n on U° such that X
holds.
The mapping P is defined as follows:
whe re Clearly is the
mapping from the linear subspace IP (X) of defined by
Since
holds, it is well-defined and
Since the codemain of can be extended to a mapping Q
from into wi f.h In fact is an
element of and therefore can be written as are
obviously continuous linear mapping from IP (X) into IK . By componentwise
application of the Hahn-Banach extension theorem to the Q s we obtain Q .
Also implies that
The converse is obvious since I is absolutely p-summing, (see 2.14).
Since every normed space Y can be embedded into a Banach space m
we have the
Proposition 33 (Pietsch [6])
A linear mapping T from a normed space a into a normed space Y is
absolutely p-summing iff the following diagram is commutative:
where U°, V° are closed unit balls of X' , Y' respectively.
In the special case when p = 2, p) is a Hilbert space and is
rich in projections. So there is no need to embed Y into the space m0 .
In fact, with m Q replaced by a Banach space Y , we can define the mappings
P, I. and Q in the same manner. Q is defined for the linear subspace
' ' o o
IP (X) of L (U°, p) and therefore can be extended by continuity to the closure
IP(X) . Let P be the projection from L(U°, p) onto IPxJ . Now the
mapping T can be written as T = QIP where Q -- QP .
Using Prop. we get the following corollary of Prop. 3.2.
Corollary 3.4 (Pietsch [6])
Every absolutely p-summing mapping T e L(X, m ) can be factorized in
the following way:
where P, Q are continuous linear mappings with
and a positive Radon measure can be chosen such that holds.
Proofo We take the closed unit ball of eouinnfid with
the weak topology. From theorem 3.1 there exists a positive Radon measure
so that the relation
for holds.
Now let P : X be defined as follows:
where
Furthermore, a continuous linear mapping Q, can be defined from the linear
subsoace into by the formula
holds, Q is' o
well-defined and one has By the same reason as given in the proof
of Prop. 3.2. Qq can be extended to a continuous linear mapping Q from
into mff withVJ
For the case when p = 2 . as in the remark following Prop. 3.3, the
space mp in Cor. 3.4 can be replaced by auiy Banach space Y .
In Prop. 2.13, we see that for a given p , the dual
mapping of an absolutely p-summing mapping can be non-absolutely p-summing
while the dual mapping of a non-absolutely p-summing mapping can be absolutely
p-summing. The following result show3 that the bidual mapping of an absolutely
p-summing mapping must be absolutely p-summing.
Theorem 35 (Pietsch [6])
Let p be such that For everv T the bidual
mapping is also absolutely p-summing with
Proof. We embed the normed space Y into a Banach space m„ and factorize
T as a mapping from X into nn as in Cor. i.e. -
From the above diagram one has Si no.« T i a
absolutely p-summing, therefore T as a mapping from X into Y
is absolutely p-summing and by Prop, 2.9.
By definition, thus the equality
hnl rl3.
We now consider the product of absolutely p-summing mappings. Let
X, Y, Z be three normed spaces. To avoid clumsy notations, we denote the
norms on the norrned spaces by the same symbol ||«|| .
Theorem 36 (Pietsch [6]]
Let p, q, r be such that p, q, r £ 1 anc
Proof. If T is absolutely p-summing, then on U° of X1 there exists
a positive Radon measure p , so that the following inequality
for
holds.
Let whe re and
Let b e Y1 . a linear form r v
is induced by b in the following way:
Hence
and (3 can be extended to a linear form on
o
with
Let p be the conjugate of p
There exists f e L ,;{(U0, q) such thatir
and
we then have
For any finite subset
Then from the inequality
we have
Since S is absolutely q-summing, we have
Bv Holder's inequality, we get
Hence
Proposition 3.7
Proof. The case p = 1 is trivial,
Proposition 3.8 (Pietsch [6])
The product of n absolutely p-summing mapping is absolutely q-summing
if nq £ p and p, q £ 1 .
Proof. If n = 1 , then q £ p . The proposition is obvious.
4- v- K -T r
Prop. 3., the product of these two absolutely p~summing mappings is absolutely
summing, hence absolutely q-summing. If then the nrodiir.t nf these
two absolutely p-summing mappings is absolutely tj- summing and hence absolutely
q-summing since
It is easily seen that the product of k absolutely p-summing mappings i:
absolutely -summing it (reso. absolutelv summing if
then by
Prop. 3.5 the product of these n absolutely p-summing mappings is absolutely
summing (resp. absolutely -summing, hence absolutely q-summing)
Recall the definitions of a nuclear mapping and a quasinuclear mapping,
Definition 3.9 (A, G-rothendieck
A linear mapping T L(X, Y) is called nuclear if there exist
and such that
and
The totality of all nuclear mappings is a normed space denoted by
equipped with the norm
where the infimum is taken over all possible representation of T .
Definition 3.10 (Pietsch [7])
A linear mapping T e L(X. Y) is called qu a sinuclear if there exist
such that
The totality of all quasinuclear mappings is a normed space denoted by
equipped with the norm
where the infimum is taken over all possible taken from X1 .
The following theorem is well-known (see Pietsch [7] , p.66) .
Theorem 3.11
The product ST of two absolutely 2-summing mappings
and is nuclear and
G-iven a number p £ 1 and n is such that 2n £ p , then by Prop. 3.8,
the product of n absolutely p-summing mappings is absolutely 2-summing. Thus
in virtue of Theorem 3.11, the product of 2n absolutely p-summing mappings
is nuclear.
In §2 we have seen that an absolutely summing mapping may have a dualfr
mapping which is not absolutely p-summing for any 1 p + M . It is well-
known that the dual mapping of a nuclear mapping is nuclear. The following
example shows that there exists a quasinuclear mapping whose dual mapping is
not quasinuclear.
Example 3.12
Let S be defined by S where
and is the unit basis of
Then the dual mappings S and p r»p
defined by
J.R. Holub ([3j) has proved that S' is quasinuclear. We now prove that
both S and S are not absolutely summing (hence not quasinuclear) . Let
Eor anv
is a weakly summable sequence in But
Thus S is not absolutely summing. The case for S is similarly proved.
§4. Representation of absolutely p-summing mappings by means of tensoi
produd
Let us recall some general properties of cross-norms on the tensor
product X ©Y , where (X, p) and (Y, q ) are normed spaces (see Wong [10
§6„5) . A norm a on X ® Y is called a cross-norm (of (p and qj ) if
a (x ® y) = p (x) qj (y) for every x e X, y e Y . It is well known that the
77-norm and the e-norm are examples of cross-norms. These two norms are
defined as follows: for each u e X ® Y
Moreover, for a cross-norm, a on X ® Y and u
have
Therefore the m-norm is the greatest cross-norm on X ® Y c Suppose a if
a cross-norm on X 0 Y . Then
where X 6d Y is the normed space (X g Y, a) and (X Y) is the
a a
completion of X® Y . Since any f r (X ® Y)1 can be regarded as a
a a
cc
continuous bilinear form on X x Y , we calls the set B (X, Y) =
the set of all bilinear forms on X x Y of
type a . The norm ||»|| on Ba (X, Y) is defined by ||f o co|| = a (fa oc
for f € (X g) Y)' . It is called the norm of type g -
a
As mentioned in the preliminary (l(X, Yl), |!l|ll) ani (B (X, Y) , ||°||
are isometrically isomorphic under the map T , where b is the
associated bilinear form of T . i.e.
b(x, y) = y, Tx for x € X and ye Y ,
we define naturally the set of operators of type a
and
It is known that R -i i 4- 4-Vi it on rfi
nfiftfl not. bo triifi -for anv oross—
norm a . To exclude this possibility, we shall require that cross™norms be
reasonable in the following sense.
A cross-norm a on X g Y is said to be reasonable if
(1) X' ® Y C (X ® Y)' and.
(2) the dual norm a of a is a cross-nons on X' ® Y'
Assuming a to be a reasonable cross-norm, then for any u e X ® Y ,
we have
Hence the e-norm is the smallest reasonable cross-norm. Since the v-norm
is the greatest cross-norm, we know (see Wong [10] §6.5) that a norm a on
X ® Y is a reasonable cross-norm iff the inequality p 1 a p c
holds.
Let S e L (X) and T e L(Y) . Then S x T maps X x Y into X g Y
by means of the formula S x T((x, y)) = S (x) ® T (y) . This mapping is obviously
bilinear. So, by the universal property of tensor product, there exists a unique
linear mapping from X ® Y into X ® Y , which we denote it by S ® T , such
is called the tensor product mapping of S and T .
Although both S and T are continuous, S ® T need not be so. To
exclude this possibility, we shall require that cross-norms be uniform in the
following sense.
A cross-norm a on X Y is said to be uniform (of p and q ) if
it satisfies
whenever S € L (X) and T c L (Y) .
Let (X, p) and (Y, qj ) be Banach spaces. A cross-norm a on
X g Y is uniform iff (La(X, Yf), IHIa) is an ideal (see Wong [10], (6.5.10))
in the following sense: Let M be a vector subspace of L(X, Y) and. let
|| °i| be a norm on M (not necessarily the operator norm) such that (M, |HI)
is a Banach space. (M. |M|) is called an ideal if it follows from A r M thai
TAS c M and ||TAS|| |||T||| ||A|| |||S||| for all S e L (X) , T € L (Y) .
Schatten has shown (see Wong [10], §6.5) that the operator norm on
L(X, Y«) is the dual norm of the 77-norm p 0 qj , and G-rothendieck has shown,
(see Wong [10] §6.4-) that the integral norm on L(X, Y1) is the dual norm of
the e-norm p £g) q . Therefore it is natural to ask whether there is a
e
cross-norm on X ® Y whose Banach dual is isometrically isomorphic to
(r (x, Y1), 77 (•)) . Recently, Wong ([11 ] p.172) has found a uniformly reasonable
P P
crossnorm p ® qj on X ® Y , which is called the s-norm, such that the
s
77 -norm on L(X, Yf) is the dual norm, of the s-norm p ® qj1 s
By using Wong's idea of the construction of the s-norm, we are able to
give an affirmative answer and also to enable us to understand why Cohen [1 ]
gave the definitions of the crossnorms g and d_ (see Definition (4.2)).
Before we proceed, we need the following Lemma.
Lemma 4.1 Let (X, p) be a normed space. Then for any finite subset
the following equality holds:
(4.1)
where
Proof. The case when p = 1 or p = +oo is obvious
Therefore !l holds in But since we can choose x' e X' sue!
Recall that for any T e L(X, Y) , T can be regarded as a linear fom
It is easily seen that (4.2) also holds when p = 1 . Notice that the
left hand side of (4.2) is independent of the representation of
With Lemma 4.1 in mind, we define:
Definition 4.2
Let p be given such that 1 p + co . Let (X, p) and (Y, q ) be
normed spaces and X ® Y their tensor product. We define
(),
where the infimum is taken over all possible representations of
It is easily seen that they are norms on X @Y such that
thev are cross—norms on The magnitudes
of the norms are related in the following way:
reasonable crossnorms on X ® Y . We shall see that they are also uniform.
With the above definitions and remark, we are now ready to give the
representation of absolutely p-summing mappings.
Theorem 1.3 bet p be given such that 1 p + CO and. let 1 t L(l, Y) .
In this case denotes the due.! no mi of
when T is regarded as an element of
Proof. ( = ) From expression (4.2) we know that T
which implies that T c 77 (X, Y) with n (T) (T) .
(4.4)
Combining (4.3) and (4.4) we obtain the required result.
Theorem 44 For a given p with
Proof can be considered as a linear mapping from X into
Y! by the formula
By Lemma 4.1 , we have
Since tt (X, Ys) is an ideal, we know that d is a uniform cross-norm
p p
on X ® Y By symmetry, so is g . Since d is uniform, i.e.
P P
p ® q s a « p© q , we have Lf(X, Y') = X' ® Y' C (X ® Y)' = L1(X, Y')
S p 77 ~ £
C (X®, Y)' 3 17 (X, Y') ana ir (T) « ||T|| for all 'X e LX, Y') where
— d p p I
P
|||| denotes the integral norm of T .
i
§5. The dual mapping of absolutely p-3umming mapping
In propa 2.11 and prop. 2.12, we give an example of an absolutely summing
mapping whose dual mapping is not absolutely p-summing for any 1 p + co .
It is natural to ask what kind of mappings falls with the class of dual mappings
of absolutely p-summing mappings.
Suppose the nomied space (X, p) is reflexive, then the following chain
of equivalence is true:
So 1 f. i s nfltiiTP1 +.o n.nnsi der
mappings T e L(X, Y) that can be regarded as an element of
T?V-v
such a T , we have
and Hence we
give the following definitions.
Definition 5.1 w• S. Cohen)
A sequence [x ] with values in a normed space X is called strongly
q-summable„
converges.
It is known that the totality. of all strongly q-summable
sequence, 1 q + co , is a normed space equipped with the norm
(5 J)
pinition5e2 (Cohen Ml)
For a given q with a mapping T c L(X, Y) is called
strongly q-summing if there exists a constant C £ 0 such that
holds lor any finite subset
It is easily seen that the totality, D (X, l) , H q + oo , of all
Q.
strongly q-summing mappings from X into Y is a vector space. The smallest
possible number C is called the strongly q-summing norm of T , denoted by
D (T) . Note that the corresponding vector of strongly q-summing mappings
when q = 1 coincides with that of continuity.
As expected, we can now give a representation of strongly q-summing
mappings analogous to theorem 4.3.
Theorem 5.3 Let q be such that 1 q 4- oo and T r L(X, Y) .
Proof Then by
the definition of D(X, Y) , we have
Taking infimum w.r.t. all possible representation of u , we get
Hence T e fo .2)
By the definition of cr , we get
Comhining (5.2) and (53) the theorem is proved.
The following theorem is due to J0S. Cohen. It gives a dual character!zatior
of absolutely p-sumniing mappings.
Theorem 5,1+. (Cohen flj)
Proof. (1) ( =) Suppose Tern (X, Y) . for any finite subset
we have
However, since T is absolutely p~summing, by theorem 5.5? T is
also absolutely p-summing and Therefore
Hence
It follows that
By Lemma 4.1 , we have
Combining (4.4) and (4.5), we have rr (T) = D (T1) .
P 1
be a finite subset
Since T is stronglv q-summing, we have
therefore
Suppose
By hypothesis we have
By definition of cr , we have Hence
Combining (5.6) and (5»7), we get the required result.
A sequence [x j in is said to be majorized if there exists an
y e t such that |x | y for all n „ Schaefer [9, pa24A] calls an
1 n
To L(X, £ ) majorizing if T sends every mall sequence in X into a
1
majorizing sequence in . An T e L(X, Y) is called a hyp e r ma j o ri zi ng map
N
if S o T is majorizing for any S e L(Y, I1) . Scbaefer [ 9 , p. 264] has
shown that an T e L(X, Y) is absolutely summing (respffl hypermajorizing) if
and only if T' e L (Y1, X') is hypermajorizing (absolutely summing). Therefore,
hypermaj orizing maps from X into Y are exactly strongly oo-summing maps by
the preceding theorem.
The analogons properties possessed by strongly q~summing mappings are
given below. Their proofs are similar to that of absolutely p-summing mappings.
Proposition 5.5 (Cohen [ 1 ])
Let q be such that 1 q + OO 9 If T e L(x, Y) is such that the
s
associated mapping T maps then T if
continuous
Proposition 5.6 (Cohen Ml
For a given a with
Lemma 5.7 (Cohen [ 1 ])
Let q be such that
and there is a mapping T e L(X, Y) with
Proposition 5.8 (Cohen [1]}
Let q be such thai and (X. ip) , (Y, q ) and (Z, r)
be normed spaces. Then
Proposition 5.9 (Cohen [1])
If p. q are such that -p Vz ZAHTOVl O' rZj
The theorem corresponding to theorem 3.1 is like this:
Theorem 510 (Cohen M P
Let a be such that
iff there exists a positive Radon measure u with nn flip n.l nQprl
unit ball I of Y such thai
Y
whfirfi
Proof, By theorem 5.4-, we have
By theorem 3.1 iff there exists a positive Radon measure n
on the closed unit ball 2 of Y „ with I!a!I ~ 1 , such that
(R Rl
Bv definition of the dual norm id of m . (!5.8; is eauivalent to
Pronosition 8.11
There exists a strons co-summing (resn. non-stronvlv q-summine: for any
mapping which is not absolutely p-summing for any
(resp. absolutely summing) .
Proof, In Prop. 2.13s we have shown that R1 is absolutely summing, so
by theorem 5-4 its dual mapping R is strongly oo-summing. But Prop. 2.12
shown that Rn is not absolutely p-summing for any 1 p + oo . This provet
the first assertion. The second assertion is similarly proved. In fact, R'
is not strongly q-summing for any 1 q + co , since R is not absolutely
p-summing for any 1 p + « , But R' is absolutely summing.
The results corresponding to theorem 3.6 prop. 3.7 prop. 3.8 prop. 3.11
are
Theorem 5.12
If p, q, r are real numbers greater than 1 and
Proof. We make use of theorem 3.4 and theorem 3.6, Let
By hypothesis and theorem 3.6,
The result follows from theorem 3.6.
By a similar technique, we get
Proposition 5.13
If p, q, r are real numbers greater than 1 and
Proposition 514
The product of n strongly p-summing mappings is strongly q-summing if
p, q are real numbers greater than 1 and nq £ p where
It is known that for TeL(X, Y) , if Tl c Ln(T8 , Xs) , then
T e Ln(X, Y) and the product of two quasinuclear mapping is nuclear. Let
T € D (X, Y) . By theorem 3.4- T' e it (Y , X) , where — + 4r = 1 .
q 1 11
Suppose n is a positive integer such that 2n £ q , then by theorem 3.8?
the product of n absolutely q-summing mappings is absolutely 2-summing which
in turn implies that the product of 2n absolutely q-summing mappings is
nuclear. Hence the product of 2n strongly q-summing mappings is quasinuclear.
This remark makes the following result clear:
Theorem 5.14
The product of An strongly q-summing mapping is nuclear, where
§6 Some application
Supoos then T can be re-presented a.
where
cross-norms we have
where a = d or g Hence T e 7r (X, Y) and D (X, Y) . Hence for a
p 1 P 9.
finite dimensional normed space X every weakly p-summable sequence in X i
absolutely p-summable which in turn is strongly p-summable. We are able to
prove the converse.
Theorem 6,1 (Dvoreteky-itogers}
For a normed space X , the followings are equivalent:
(1) X is finite dimensional,
(2) Every weakly p-summable sequence in X is absolutely p-summable.
(3) Every absolutely q-summable sequence in X is strongly q-summable,
Proof. (1) =» (2) and (l) =» (3) are obvious by the preceding remark. Consider
the identity mapping I : X - X . Since the composite of enough number of
absolutely p-summing (resp. strongly q-summing) mappings is nuclear, if (2) or
(3) holds, then I is nuclear and hence precompact. Thus the unit ball of X
is precompact and X is finite dimensional.
where and
In [7] , the definition of a nuclear locally convex space is given in
terms of nuclear, quasinuclear and absolutely summing mappings.
Definition 6.2
A locally convex space E is called nuclear if it contains a fundamental
system of zero neighbourhoods which has the following equivalent
properties:
(N) For each zero neighbourhood there exists a zero neigh¬
bourhood V with such that the canonical mapping from E (V)
into E(U) is nuclear, resp. quasinuclear, resp. absolutely summing.
(N) For each zero neighbourhood there exists a zero neigh¬
bourhood V with such that the canonical mapping from E'
into is nuclear, resp quasinuclear', resp. absolutely summing.
The following is a characterization of nuclear locally convex spaces
using absolutely p-summing mappings and strongly q-summing mappings.
Theorem 6,3 A locally convex space E is nuclear iff S possesses a
fundamental zero neighbourhood system 11(E) which satisfies the following
property:
(N) For each zero neighbourhood U e 11(E) , there exists a zero neigh¬
bourhood V e ll(E) such that the canonical mapping from E(v) into E(u)
is absolutely p-summing, resp. strongly q-summing.
Proof, The part is obvious.
Suppose for a given such
that the canonical mapping is absolutely p-summing (resp.
strongly q~ summing) . By Prop. 3.8. (resp. Theorem 3.14) such that
the product of n absolutely p-summing (resp. strongly q-summing) mappings is
nuclear. Inductively, there exist
n , are
absolutely p-summing (resp. strongly q~summing). Hence the canonical mapping
is nuclear.
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